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Digital technology and the internet provide opportunities

for digital media creators to carve out a place for

themselves in the changing digital media landscape.

Our courses in creative industries provide students with

the skills and knowledge to become innovators in the

growing digital economy.

To learn more, email info@aias.edu.au

or call+61 7 3343 8073 and you visit us online

atwww.aias.edu.au

At the AIAS School of Design &Media, you
can study these fantastic courses:
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BSBCRT512ORGANISEANDDEVELOP
CONCEPTS

CUAANM412CREATEDIGITALVISUAL EFFECTS

CUAPPR511 REALISEABODYOFCREATIVEWORK

CUADIG304CREATEVISUALDESIGN
COMPONENTS

CUAACD523MAKEMIXEDMEDIAARTWORKS

BSBPMG430UNDERTAKEPROJECTWORK

BSBDES512ESTABLISH,NEGOTIATEANDREFINEA
DESIGNBRIEF

CUADIG413CREATEUSER INTERFACES

CUAACD522WORKWITHPHOTOMEDIA IN
CREATIVE PRACTICE

CUAPOS412MANAGEMEDIAASSETS

Brisbane Campus

Face to Face

Combination offered

FEBRUARY

JULY

Full time

21hrs p/w

12months

CUAACD531REFINEDRAWINGANDOTHER
VISUAL REPRESENTATIONTOOLS

CUAGRD501RESEARCHVISUAL
COMMUNICATIONHISTORYANDTHEORY

CUAGRD502PRODUCEGRAPHICDESIGNS
FOR2DAND3DAPPLICATIONS

CUAGRD503PRODUCETYPOGRAPHIC
DESIGNSOLUTIONS

CUAGRD514CREATEANDMANIPULATE
GRAPHICS

CUAGRD515DESIGNANDMANIPULATE
COMPLEX LAYOUTS

CUAGRD516DEVELOPGRAPHICDESIGN
PRACTICE TOMEET INDUSTRYNEEDS

CUADES413DEVELOPANDEXTENDDESIGN
SKILLSANDPRACTICE

CUAPPR513PRESENTABODYOFOWN
CREATIVEWORK LEARN MORE ENROL NOW
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Diploma of
Graphic Design

This qualification allows students to explore their creative
talents and reflects the role of graphic designers at the
beginning of their professional careers. They combine
technical, creative and conceptual skills to create designs
that meet client requirements and solve a range of visual
communication challenges. Students will gain a sound
understanding of design theory and practice enabling
them to analyse and synthesise information from a range
of sources to generate design solutions.

Graphic designers work in many different commercial and
community contexts across both print and digital media.
At this level, the designer is likely to be working in junior
or generalist roles. Their work may include or have links
to areas such advertising and promotion, art direction,
branding, corporate identity, instructional design,
packaging, signage and web design.

Career Pathways: People with the Diploma
of Graphic Design are able to work in a range of
professional graphic design roles, often as junior
or generalist designers.


